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EzyDog ZERO SHOCK Leash - Best Shock Absorbing Dog Leash, Control & Training Lead 

HIGHLY REFLECTIVE INTEGRATED TRIM: The highly reflective threads woven into your ZERO

SHOCK Leash provide you with greater visibility and improved night safety.

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.PATENTED ZERO SHOCK TECHNOLOGY: Shock reduction

improves control and cushions and eases the pressure for both the owner and the dog. HIGHLY REFLECTIVE INTEGRATED TRIM: The highly reflective threads

woven into your ZERO SHOCK Leash provide you with greater visibility and improved night safety. PATENTED SOFT TOUCH TECHNOLOGY: Superior

high-quality webbing with innovative secondary Traffic Control handle for confident control and comfort. PADDED HANDLE WITH WATERPROOF

NEOPRENE LINING: Enjoy the comfort and durability of a fully neoprene-lined padded handle that makes any outing comfortable. BEST SHOCK ABSORBING

DOG CONTROL & TRAINING LEASH: Both the 25" & 48" ZERO SHOCK Next Generation Shock Absorbing Leashes are compatible with all of our

award-winning EzyDog Harnesses and Collars. Product DescriptionColor:Blue  |  Size:48-InchProduct DescriptionThe EzyDog Zero Shock Leash has been designed

using our Zero Shock technology—a shock absorbing component that drastically reduces strain and pull on the dog and the owner. Utilizing the EzyDog Soft Touch

Webbing and a generously-sized neoprene handle, this leash really is a pleasure to hold in your hand and is perfect for walking and jogging with your dog. Zero

Shock Technology is the advanced shock absorbing component in the center of the leash that cushions and eases the pressure for both the owner and the dog. It adds

protection from sudden moves made by you or your dog, a need still in demand well beyond the training stage. Make your walks more enjoyable and comfortable.

The Traffic Control handle is positioned near your dogs collar, giving you quick and secure control of your dog when required (only available on the 48-inch

version). It measures 48 and includes the traffic handle.
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